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RELAZIONE:  

 

Background 

The transition between fetal and extra-uterine life is complex and binding. A vaginal birth is 

accompanied by extraordinary events for the new-borns, including marked hormonal changes, 

mechanical stimuli associated with delivery, exposure to a plethora of microorganisms, and immune 

activation. All of these events are altered or absent following a caesarean section (C-section) birth. 

C-section delivery now accounts for approximately 30% of all births in the United States and up to 

50% in several other countries (1).  

Although C-sections can be life-saving, they are performed at a rate far exceeding the 

recommendations of the World Health Organization (WHO) (2), and human epidemiologic studies 

demonstrate health-related consequences. These studies have suggested that the rising epidemic of 

chronic inflammatory disorders, such as allergies (3), inflammatory bowel diseases (4), type 1 

diabetes (5), and obesity (6), could partly be linked to the increased trend in C-section delivery.  

The disruption of the normal maturation of the microbiota-brain-gut axis by C-section could, 

therefore, alter developmental courses and may lead to the onset of neurodevelopmental and other 

brain disorders later in life (7-8).  

The exposure to bacteria during birth is a critical event in the formation and development of a stable 

core gut microbiota; indeed, infants born by C-section could have an altered gut microbiota 

composition.  
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However, this topic is still controversial due to numerous confounding factors (e.g. maternal health 

status, antibiotics use, and formula feeding), which are a challenge in demonstrating causality. 

Moreover, perinatal life represents an important time in cortical development, alterations in prefrontal 

cortical development have been implicated in the pathogenesis of neurodevelopmental diseases (9-

10).  

Indeed, the perinatal period is characterized by crucial neurodevelopmental processes, but little is 

known about how birth, or birth mode, affects the brain. During this study we will investigate the 

behaviour in mice born vaginally or by C-section immediately after birth and in adulthood; in 

addition, we will examine the effects of birth mode on ultrasonic vocalizations (USVs) following 

maternal separation (one of the few behavioural tests that can be performed in new-borns) and on 

gross development before weaning. 

 

Material and Methods 

NIH Swiss mice are used for all experiments. Mice were maintained in temperature and humidity 

controlled rooms, in a 12/12 hours light/dark cycle (lights on from 7:00-19:00). Food and water were 

provided ad libitum. All procedures were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use 

Committee of Cork University. For this experiment it was used 3 different cohorts of animals. 

 

Protocol  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Caesarean Section Procedure 

Two female mice were placed with 1 male each. We checked for vaginal plugs each morning. Once 

a plug was seen, the female was removed from the male. This was considered day one of pregnancy. 

C-sections were performed under aseptic conditions and, in order to avoid the use of anaesthetics, 

pregnant dams were euthanized by cervical dislocation and the uterine horns were rapidly isolated 

from their blood supply (in 20-30 s). The pups were delivered and placed on a heating pad (34-35 °C) 

for 15 min where they were softly massaged by using cotton swabs to remove the liquid from their 

lungs and stimulate breathing. Immediately after, they were given to a surrogate mother. 

 

Behaviour 

Ultrasonic Vocalizations 

Isolation-induced USVs were recorded in pups of both sexes at P9 to test early communication 

behaviours as described previously (Tyzio et al. 2014). In brief, after 30min of habituation to the 

testing room, neonatal mice were individually isolated from their mother and placed in an isolation 

box (23 × 28 × 18cm) located inside an anechoic box (54 × 57 × 41cm;) for a 3 min test. An ultrasound 

microphone (Avisoft UltraSoundGate condenser microphone capsule CM16/CMPA, Avisoft 

bioacoustics, Germany) sensitive to frequencies of 10–250 kHz was located in the roof of the isolation 
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box. Recordings were done using Avisoft recorder software (version 4.2) with a sampling rate of 250 

kHz in 16-bit format. Data were transferred to SASLab Pro software (version 5.2; Avisoft 

bioacoustics) and a fast Fourier transformation was conducted (512 FFT-length, 100% frame, 

Hamming window, and 75%-time window overlap) before the analysis. Recordings were analysed 

for the number of calls, total calling time, and call duration. 

 

Three-Chamber Social Test 

Adult male mice at 8 weeks old were tested for sociability and social novelty preference as previously 

described by Desbonnet et al. (2014). Briefly, after 30 min of habituation to the testing room, mice 

were placed in a rectangular apparatus (59 × 39.5 cm;) divided in three chambers (19.5 × 39.5 cm) 

by transparent partitions with small openings allowing easy access to all compartments. The test was 

composed of three 10 min trials where the tested mouse could explore freely all three chambers. The 

first trial consisted of the habituation of the tested mouse to the apparatus. For the second session 

(sociability test), an unfamiliar mouse of the same sex and age was placed into a wire cage either in 

the left or right chambers. For the final session (social novelty preference), a second unfamiliar mouse 

was placed in the chamber opposite to the now-familiar mouse. Behaviours were recorded by a video 

camera placed on a bar above the apparatus by using the Ethovision XT software (Noldus, the 

Netherlands) and analysed manually for the time spent in each of the chambers. 

 

Open Field 

Adult male mice 9 weeks old were tested for locomotor and anxiety-like behaviours in an open field 

arena. Mice were placed in an open field arena (90 cm diameter) under bright lighting conditions (400 

lx) for 10 min. Distance travelled and time in the center of the arena were recorded and calculated 

using Ethovision software (Noldus). 

 

Marble Burying test 

This test assesses compulsive and anxious behaviour, and is based on mice defensive burying 

behaviour and. A higher number of marbles buried represents higher levels of anxiety. Mice were 

individually placed in a novel Plexiglas cage (35 × 28 × 18.5 cm, L × W × H), filled up with sawdust 

(4 cm) and 20 marbles on top of it (five rows or marbles regularly spaced 2 cm away from the walls 

and 2 cm apart). Thirty minutes later, the number of marbles buried for more than 2/3 of their surface 

was counted. 

 

Elevated plus maze 

The elevated plus maze is one of the most commonly tests of anxiety. The maze consisted of two 

open arms (51 × 10 cm) and two enclosed arms (51 × 10 × 41 cm) that all extended from a common 

central platform (10 × 10 cm). The apparatus was elevated 55 cm above the floor on a central pedestal. 

Animals were acclimatized to the testing room for 30 min prior experiment. At week 11, animals 

were placed in the centre of the maze facing an open arm to begin. Animal behaviour was videotaped 

for the duration of 5 min test. Frequency of open and closed arms entries were scored plus percentage 

time in open arms compared with total time. 

 

Results 

During this first three months, I evaluated the behaviour of mice with the tests above described and I 

participated in all protocols’ procedure. Data provided by first and second cohorts are ongoing and 

further evaluations are needed before define conclusions.  
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conformità alle disposizioni del D. Lgs. 196/2003, così come modificato dal D. Lgs. 101/2018, ed alla 

normativa comunitaria (Regolamento UE 2016/679) secondo quanto indicato specificamente 

nell’informativa privacy reperibile sul sito internet della Società all’indirizzo: https://sif-

website.s3.amazonaws.com/uploads/attachment/file/240/Informativa_Privacy_SIF_Generica.pdf che 

l’utente, con la sottoscrizione del presente Contratto, dichiara di aver compiutamente visionato, compreso 

e accettato. 
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